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Executive summary
The overall objective of iMENTORS is to enhance the coherence and effectiveness of
international actors involved in e-infrastructures development projects and initiatives in SubSaharan Africa, based on the results and recommendations of previous studies and reports.
This document constitutes the iMENTORS Deliverable Number 3.4. The deliverable describes
the process and theories followed in order to enable for evaluators to conduct “what-if”
analyses of ICT4D initiatives using the decision-analytical support system of the iMENTORS
platform. The deliverable also highlights the user interaction with the method and how the
method is technically integrated with the platform.
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1 Introduction
The present section introduces iMENTORS to the audience, defines the scope and
methodology of the document and describes the relation of this deliverable to other
iMENTORS deliverables.

1.1 Project: iMENTORS
The overall objective of the project is to enhance the coherence and effectiveness of
international actors involved in e- infrastructures development projects and initiatives in SubSaharan Africa, based on the results and recommendations of previous studies and reports.
The project will:
• Provide policy support by identifying and monitoring all on-going e-infrastructure projects
in Sub-Saharan Africa, and perform benchmarking, impact assessments.
• Enhance aid coordination and collaboration by providing insight on e-infrastructure
development projects and through the platform’s collaborative features (knowledge
sharing) for development of new e-infrastructure development projects.
• Promote of e-infrastructures of common interest to Europe and Sub-Saharan Africa through
extensive dissemination activities (workshops, conferences, communication).
iMENTORS is a project funded by the European Commission’s DG CONNECT under the Seventh
Framework Programme (FP7).
For more information visit: www.iMENTORS.eu

1.2 The Work Package (subset of the project)
The project is being implemented through four interrelated Work Packages (subsets of the
project).
 WP1: Project Management will ensure the correct and timely execution of the project
 WP2: Ecosystem identification and establishment activities that generate the ecosystem
including stakeholders, data gathering, editorial, entry of data and validation
 WP3: Platform customization and integration includes integration of the geospatial
semantically enabled platform with a decision support system and ontology enhancement
 WP4: Dissemination and Sustainability includes activities such as workshops, conferences,
training, newsletters and overall stakeholder engagement for sustainability.
This is a deliverable of WP3: Platform customization and integration.
The overall objective of WP3 is to design and customize a web platform capable of storing,
analyzing and displaying information relevant to past, current and potential e-infrastructure
projects in Sub-Saharan African countries and to integrate the platform with a decision support
system to provide impact assessment data.
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1.3 The deliverable (scope, objectives, methodology)
This deliverable reports on the launch of the third version of iMENTORS, with the addition of
the process for the elicitation of stakeholder preferences relative to the multi-criteria model
performing “what-if” analyses in the context of e-infrastructure projects.
The initial draft was created by Stockholm University. The initial draft was sent to the project
coordinator and to SPIDER for comments, which after incorporation, led to its final version.
Gov2u contributed in formatting the text, A Quality Management table is included in Appendix
A of the document to describe the process used to ensure the quality of the deliverable.
Information included in this deliverable is interrelated with all WP3 deliverables:
 D3.1) First version of the iMENTORS platform with Administrators' Guide and User Guide:
The deliverable will report on the launch of the first version of the iMENTORS platform, and
include a release of the Administrators' Guide and User Guide. The deliverable will also
outline the initial user requirements analysis and the ensuing technical specifications
carried out in Task 3.1. The report will also discuss and present the different integration
options with every source of data, list all public APIs available (with which the platform will
directly interact) as well as all sources which will be accessed by the platform’s crawler.
[Month 6]
 D3.2) Requirement analysis and specifications for the Decision-Support System: Building on
deliverable 3.1, this deliverable will report on the selection of criteria for the multicriteria
and multi-stakeholder model analysis framework for e-infrastructure project evaluation.
The document will discuss the design and specification of the decision analysis framework
for evaluating e-infrastructure proposals from different stakeholder perspectives in a multistakeholder fashion, and a discussion of how each criterion contributes to successful einfrastructure projects, by exploiting the data retrievable from the online databases
together with stakeholder input and expert opinions. The document will cover the
developments needed to integrate the decision analytical framework with the
functionalities of the platform, and to allow stakeholder and decision maker participation in
expressing preferences, opinions, and beliefs with respect to a given e-infrastructure
project [Month 9]
 D3.3) Integration of the decision-support system: The deliverable will report on the launch
of the second version of the iMENTORS platform, in light of its integration with the
decision-support system. The data harvester will be customized and deployed based on the
requirements and specifications established. [Month 15]
 D3.5) Method and mechanism for the follow-up of ongoing projects: The deliverable will
report on the final addition the platform, namely the method for follow-up on ongoing
projects relative to the expectations outlined in its early proposal stage. This represents the
final step in the customization of the iMENTORS. [Month 24]
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Intended audience of this document:
Group
readers

of Reasons for reading

iMENTORS
site visitors

To understand how the what-if analysis of projects is carried out, and what
information that is needed in order to enable such evaluations.

iMENTORS
uploaders

To understand how the what-if analysis of projects is carried out, and what
information that is needed in order to enable such evaluations.

iMENTORS
To understand the technical integration of the multi-criteria module with the
administrator platform.
The
European
Commission
(EC)

To inform the Project Officer, the reviewers and other interested stakeholders
from the EC, about project’s dissemination plan, progress so far and
anticipated activities regarding dissemination for the following period of the
project.

Table 1: Intended Audience of D3.4
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2 Aligning RBM and Contextual Factors
In Deliverable 3.3 – “Integration of the decision support system” (hereafter referred to as
D3.3.) we have suggested the iMENTORS Evaluation Framework be based on the Results-Based
Management methodology (hereafter RBM) (see the Error! Reference source not
found.Error! Reference source not found.). This section further discusses the enhancement of
the framework with a focus on Contextual Factors, and the way in which the Contextual
Factors are operationalised in iMENTORS.
Contextual factors are introduced in D3.3 as part of the ICT4D value chain (see the Error!
Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found.). The contextual factors
can be defined as particular macro - environmental conditions, which either facilitate or
threaten the successful achievement of intended project Results.

Figure 1: iMENTORS Evaluation Framework

It is worth mentioning, that many RBM interpretations do not explicitly have Contextual
Factors as their components. Instead Assumptions and Risks are conventional RBM concepts,
which have been aligned with the Contextual Factors in the iMENTORS evaluation framework.
Clarification on how this gap between the phenomena is bridged is explained in the following
paragraphs.

2.1 Risks and Contextual Factors
Risk corresponds to a potential future event, fully or partially beyond control that may affect
the achievement of intended results.
Within this framework, Contextual Factors are interpreted as external sources of uncertainty
and which might affect project outputs both positive and negative. A contextual factor that
might have a negative impact on the project outputs are referred to as a Risk. Thus, we include
both threats that might prevent projects from achieving their objectives and opportunities that
would enhance the likelihood that objectives can be achieved or overachieved. As mentioned
in the United Nations Development Group’s handbook on Results-Based Management such an
approach to Risks enables a more balanced consideration of both opportunities and threats,
thereby promoting innovation and avoiding risk [UNDP, 2011, p.21]. Additionally, this
comprehensive definition of Risk is directly aligned with the Contextual Factors definition.

2.2 Assumptions and Contextual factors
The RBM approach also implies specification of assumptions for achieving development
results.
Assumptions are the variables or factors that need to be in place for results to be achieved.
Assumptions can be internal or external to the particular programme or organization [UNDP,
2011].
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In iMENTORS evaluation framework, assumptions are interpreted as certain status or degree
of given contextual factors, which are required and assumed for results to be achieved.

2.3 Contextual Factors analysis for project proposals
The current version of contextual factors evaluation method for iMENTORS is meant to be
used as ex-ante evaluation, i.e., for assessment of contextual factors at the planning phase of
an ICT4D project. However, it is worth mentioning that the ex-post evaluation of contextual
factors is also meaningful, since it should result in revealing factors which in fact are influential
and at what degree. This might be used as input for planning of other ICT4D projects intended
in same/similar conditions, fields of application, area, etc.

2.4 Clarification of the method in terms of RBM
Since the notion of Contextual Factors is too general and qualitative for immediate analysis
applications, a certain effort was taken to operationalise the concept.
As defined in the paragraphs above, Contextual Factors are external conditions/forces, usually
out of control and specific to a particular context (i.e., place and time), that may affect the
achievement of intended results. Additionally, Contextual Factors are sources of uncertainties
and risks for ICT4D projects.
Those features enable us to consider contextual factors as risk factors, and therefore can these
be approached with conventional risk assessment techniques. Such understanding of
Contextual factors underlines the approach for Contextual Factors assessment and analysis
that we outline below.
In this respect, the essence of our Contextual Factors analysis lies in defining a qualitative
value for a contextual factor, its relative impact given intrinsic uncertainty about the factor
magnitude, and the importance of a given contextual factor for results achievement by an
ICT4D project. Such an analysis would give the stakeholders a comprehensive overview of the
context in which a given ICT4D project is to be carried out, as well as, how sensitive the project
results are to its external environment. Such a method should thus facilitate ICT4D project
planning and design in its early stages.
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3 iMENTORS contextual factors model
Contextual factors enable or restrict the conversion of a resource or opportunity into a
development benefit. These factors specifically determine an evaluator’s ability to choose to
exploit the opportunity in order to realise a given development benefit [Sen, 2000]. An
assessment of contextual factors recognises the diverse nature of individuals’ different
contexts within which ICT4D projects are implemented. Additionally, such assessment enables
us to avoid the adoption of a one-size-fits-all approach to the development and deployment of
ICT4D initiatives. In fact, the point of departure of our approach is that the success or failure of
ICT4D projects predominantly lies in the failure to address various contextual factors. The
following section discusses some of the main contextual factors that are known to either
enable or restrict the realisation of development from ICT4D projects. These are summarised
in Table 2: Contextual factors influencing the development benefits of ICT4D projects
2 and discussed in four (4) main categories; economic, political, technical as well as socialcultural & personal factors. It is envisaged that the above categorisation – which borrows from
development studies [Hatakka et al., 2013; Hatakka & Dé, 2011, Kivunike et al, 2009] as well as
strategic management principles– facilitates a holistic and inclusive discussion of the factors
that influence the realisation of development benefits derived from ICT.
a. Political Factors: refer to government influences as well as the legalities that affect the
adoption and use of ICT. Government support, through which all ICT concerns are
channeled, has a great influence on the adoption of ICT tools. It is therefore envisaged that
the existence of such an authority e.g. a ministry or regulatory authority, plays an important
role in the adoption and use of ICT. Furthermore, measures of the levels of corruption as
well as bureaucracy indicate the influence of government support towards ICT adoption
and the eventual realisation of development benefits. There is evidence that the success of
several ICT for development initiatives is hampered by corruption and bureaucratic
procedures [Ibrahim-Dasuki et al., 2012; Prakash & Dé, 2007]. Furthermore legal support
seeks to establish how the existence of various regulations and laws i.e. consumer
protection regulations; copyright, patents / intellectual property laws and data protection
laws, influence the adoption of ICT.
b. Economic Factors: the economic dimension seeks to establish how the financial
environment affects the adoption and use of ICT infrastructure to eventually realize a
development benefit. This is measured at an individual level in terms of one’s income i.e.
the level of disposable income; as well as at a national level in terms of the influence of
unemployment rates. In several cases, in the developing country context expenses related
to services have been highlighted as key in determining use [Hatakka et al., 2013]. In effect
the costs of services for example mobile phone refills, internet access tariffs; as well as the
rate of service price fluctuations are essential determinants of the ICT contribution to
development.
c. Social-cultural Factors: - refer to the individual and societal influences on ICT adoption and
use. They are moderating variables that explain individual behavior given an opportunity
such as ICT. Literacy in terms of basic literacy – one’s level of education (or ability to read
and write) as well as IT literacy - the ability to use technology has a significant impact on the
use of ICT. Personal motivation focuses on what inspires individuals to exploit the
available ICT opportunities. On various occasions ICT facilities remain unused even when
beneficiaries have obtained the necessary training simply because they have no personal
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drive for ICT use. First, motivation is measured in terms of the influence of one’s interest in
exploiting the offered services. Furthermore perceived benefits, such as a service meeting
one’s needs and trust in online resources are essential influences on ICT use. Secondly,
social institutions and arrangements introducing impediments such as information
censorship which involves restricting or denying access to certain kinds of information in
some communities, affects ICT us [Zheng & Walsham, 2008]. Similarly the existence of
relevant online content is central for the use of the Internet. Finally cultural norms such
societal minorities defined by the social majority as having restricted access to technology.
For example, in relation to gender and religion, some societies do not permit women and
girls to go to school or access internet or computers which eventually affect their ability to
use ICT. Some beneficiaries report various ethical issues such as the exposure to offensive
materials and abuse, e.g., through SMS or internet as key determinants to their ICT use.
Finally health concerns such as eyesight or physical posture have been reported to
influence the use of ICT.
d. Technical factors: - focus on technical issues that affect ICT use. The availability of basic
infrastructures like computers and phones, the availability and penetration of internet
infrastructure and quality of internet bandwidth measure the effect of ICT readiness on ICT
adoption and use. For instance shared access of computers in school has had varied effects
on student learning. Electricity in terms of availability and cost is also an essential
determinant of ICT adoption and use especially in the rural communities in developing
countries. Alternative energy sources and appropriate technologies which have low
electricity requirements have been sought in some incidences to address the availability
challenges. Technical support first in terms of the existence of skilled IT trainers affects the
effective use of ICT in some instances. Secondly the existence of skilled technical expertise
to offer support and maintenance services IT services affects the availability of ICT services
and their use.
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Political Factors

Economic Factors

Social-cultural Factors

Technical Factors












Governmental/municipal
support
o Existence of relevant
authorities (e.g.,
Department of
Education)
o Corruption levels
Bureaucracy
Legal support
o Consumer protection
regulations
o Copyright, patents /
Intellectual property
laws
o Data protection laws





Level of disposable
income
Unemployment rates
cost of services
Rate of services’ price
fluctuations









Literacy
o Education level
o IT literacy
Personal motivation
o Interest
o Perceived benefits
o Trust
Social institutions & arrangements
o Levels of information
censorship/restrictions
o Existence of relevant online content
o Availability of Incentives
Cultural norms
o Minorities
 Existence of racial
minorities,
 Existence of gender
minorities Existence of
religious minorities
o Ethical issues
Health concerns







ICT Readiness
o Basic infrastructure
(computers, phones)
level
o Availability and
penetration of
internet
infrastructure
o Quality of internet
bandwidth
Electricity
o Availability of
electricity
o Affordability of
electricity
Technical support
o Existence of skilled
trainers
o Availability of skilled
technical support
Rate of technological change

Table 2: Contextual factors influencing the development benefits of ICT4D projects
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4 Method for scenario-based evaluation of contextual factors for
ICT4D projects
Having a model of contextual factors for ICT4D projects we further need to operationalize it, i.e.,
define key attributes of the concept and then quantify them. The quantification is needed in order to
employ better quality decision making with facilitation of normative decision and risk analysis
techniques and practices.
Earlier we bridge contextual factors with the concept of uncertainty and risk factors (see Section 2).
Therefore contextual factors, similar to risks, can be characterised by their impact and respective
probability of such impact, cf. [ISO 31010]. We further conceptualise and operationalize these two
aspects with the method for the contextual factor evaluation.
This following section specifies the method. The method consists of 10 consecutive steps, which can
be encapsulated into four distinctive phases. At the first phase, Scenarios elicitation, the data
required for contextual factors evaluation is captured from experts by means of assessment forms.
At the following Representation phase, the extracted scenarios are represented as numeric
parameters for a predefined stochastic model used for quantification and aggregation. The
Processing phase employs the Monte-Carlo simulation in order to represent stochastic variables
within the model. Finally, at the Analysis phase, simulation results are analysed by means of
statistical measures and on their basis contextual factors are classified in terms of expected impact
and thus their importance for fulfilment of project outputs.
The following list outlines the suggested method for iMENTORS:
1. Scenarios elicitation:


Step 1. Select factors which might affect the achievement of the intended output



Step 2. Evaluate the variance of the factor



Step 3. Estimate impact of the factor on the achievement of Output

2. Representation and Processing:


Step 4. Translate the linguistic values into interval values



Step 5. Define input variable



Step 6. Generate random Factor magnitude values in accordance to distribution



Step 7. Calculate output of the Impact ƒ for each project Objective



Step 8. Aggregate outputs Impacts for each Factor

3. Analysis:



Step 9. Analyse samples
Step 10. Classify factors

The detailed specification of each step is further presented.

4.1 Scenarios elicitation
4.1.1 Step 0. List intended project outputs
As a preparation step, all intended projects’ outputs should be listed before applying the method.
The projects outputs are to be expressed in the terms of the iMENTORS evaluation model.
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4.1.2 Step 1. Select important contextual factors
At this step an evaluator out of the suggested list picks up those contextual factors, which in his/her
belief are influential for a given output achievement/project success. Only selected factors are
utilised in further evaluation.
It is worth noting, that all the factors are to be formulated as positive statements/indicators, i.e., the
higher the values - the better.
Additionally we suggest to limit overall number of selected factors upto seven. Since with a higher
number of factors number of scenarios grows substantially, this might be overwhelming for users to
specify.

4.1.3 Step 2. Specify extreme cases for factor
At this step, an evaluator defines to what extent the magnitude of a given factor might deviate from
the expected level, both in negative and positive directions. The evaluation is done by providing
values for the extreme cases, i.e., for the worst case and the best case. However, it is important to
note, that a rather reasonable and plausible deviation is to be specified for each case.
The deviation is evaluated through a respective 6-value scale, where the starting “zero” point
represents the assumed (most likely) magnitude of the Factor.
4.1.3.1 Step 2a. Specify the worst-case for the magnitude of the Factor
First, the evaluator defines the minimal plausible level the Factor can take, i.e., the worst case.
The worst-case is evaluated in terms of degrees of deviation from the expected (i.e., zero) level. The
maximum negative deviation is expressed by means of a 6-value linguistic scale, containing the
following terms:







Minimal plausible magnitude
Enormously lower
Substantially lower
Somewhat lower
Slightly lower
Not or Negligibly lower

4.1.3.2 Step 2b. Specify the best-case for the magnitude of the Factor.
Secondly, the evaluator defines the maximum plausible level the Factor can take, i.e., the best case.
It is evaluated in terms of degrees of deviation from the expected (zero) level. The maximum
positive deviation is expressed by means of a 6-value linguistic scale, containing the following terms:







Not or negligibly higher
Slightly higher
Somewhat higher
Substantially higher
Enormously higher
Maximum plausible magnitude.

4.1.4 Step 3. Estimate Impact of factor
At this step the evaluator estimates how different cases of the Factor (scenarios) impacts
achievement of the intended project output.
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The project achievement affection is evaluated through a 12-value bivalent linguistic scale,
containing the following terms:















Blocked/terminated
Enormously threatened
Significantly threatened
Quite threatened
Somewhat threatened
Slightly threatened
Negligibly threatened
Negligibly favoured
Slightly favoured
Somewhat favoured
Quite favoured
Significantly favoured
Enormously favoured
Safe/guaranteed

The scale represents how the achievement of a project output is affected by the different levels of
the Factor under consideration.
There are three sub-steps each dealing with a respective case:
Step 3a. Evaluate an impact of the Factor 1 at its expected magnitude (most-likely case scenario).
Step 3b. Evaluate an impact of the Factor 1 at its minimal magnitude (worst case scenario).
Step 3c. Evaluate an impact of the Factor 1 at its maximal magnitude (best case scenario).

4.2 Representation and Processing phase
In order to enable computational risk analysis we need to formally represent and model contextual
factors properties. The uncertainty modelled in this approach is the factor magnitude, where the
user provides bounds of the factor magnitude in steps 2a and 2b above. To represent this
uncertainty, each factor magnitude is viewed as an uncertain variable associated with some
formalism for representing the uncertainty. For the purpose of representing uncertainty, we
conform to standard probability theory such that each factor magnitude is represented as a
stochastic variable associated with a probability distribution. Although other formalisms could be
employed, such as fuzzy logic and possibility theory, the choice of standard probability theory is
based upon that we will need to aggregate uncertainties in different ways and employ well-defined
rules for joint probabilities and conditional expected values acting as typical indices in risk analysis
applications. Given this, we need to define what probability distribution to employ for representing
the input stipulated by the user in steps 2a and 2b. For this purpose, the triangular function has
been chosen since it is a parameterised function with parameters easily motivated to map against
the user input. While other parameterized functions could be eligible (e.g., the beta distribution
function), the triangular one was chosen for its better fit to the three-point estimation employed in
the scenario elicitation phase.
Formally, assume a set of contextual factors Γ= {Γ1 , Γ2 , …, Γm}, the uncertain factor magnitude for a
contextual factor Γi is represented as a stochastic variable Xi with a probability density function fi(xi).
As mentioned above, fi() is considered to be a triangular distribution fi(xi | ai, bi, ci) where ai, bi, ci are
the distribution parameters lower bound, the upper bound, and the mode respectively. The
parameters are restricted to take values within some line segment [-t, t] but where selected values
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within that line segment represent a linguistic term. In the design for iMENTORS, there are twelve
linguistic terms, see Table 3.
The impact of Γi on project output Oj is represented by a piecewise linear monotonically increasing
function rij(xi): [-t, t]  [-t, t] called the impact function for Oj with respect to Γi. Each rij(xi) has a
range of [-t, t] and where selected values of this line segment represent a linguistic term such that -t
represents “blocked/terminated” and t represents “safe/guaranteed”, see Table 4. Thus, the
uncertain impact of Γi on Pj can be represented stochastically by yij = rij(xi). Since rij(xi) is piecewise
linear, then yij = rij(xi) = αijxi + βij for each line segment of x and the density function for the stochastic
variable yij is given by
g ij ( yij ) =

xi βij
1
fi (
)
αij
αij

(1)

for each line segment of x. Given the above, we can sufficiently define a contextual factor analysis
frame as a structure X, P, R where X = {X1, X2, …, Xm} is a set of stochastic variables such that Xi is
the uncertain level of Γi, O = {O1, O2, …, On} is a set of project outputs and R = {r11(x1), …, rmn(xm)} is a
set of impact functions. Each contextual factor being associated with zero or more project outputs
which it may affect and a distribution function gij(yij) for each such associated Pi. Now we can define
useful concepts when employing the contextual factor analysis as a risk/opportunity analysis tool.
The threat index of a contextual factor Γi with respect to project output Oj is given by the conditional
expectation -γij = E(gij(yij) | gij(yij) ≤ 0), i.e. the expected downside.
The favour index of a contextual factor Γi with respect to project output Oj is given by the conditional
expectation +γij = E(gij(yij) | gij(yij) > 0), i.e. the expected upside.
Since a contextual factor may affect more than one project output, we aggregate the impacts in an
additive manner.
Let jwjyij be the additive impact of a contextual factor where wj is the relevance weight of project
output Oj such that wj > 0 and  wj = 1. Then the expected threat index of a contextual factor is given
by the conditional expectation E(j wjyij) | j wjyij ≤ 0) and is denoted with -Γi.
Let jwjyij be the additive impact of a contextual factor where wj is the relevance weight of project
output Oi such that wj > 0 and  wj = 1. Then the expected favour index of a contextual factor is given
by the conditional expectation E(j wjyij | j wjyij > 0) and is denoted with +Γi.
The probability of factor Γi causing threat to project outputs is given by P(wjyij ≤ 0) and is denoted
with -Pi
The probability of factor Γi causing favour to project outputs is given by P(wjyij ≤ 0) and is denoted
with +Pi
Evaluation of contextual factor impact is then done using the indices defined above, and visually
presented in a so-called double probability-impact matrix, see Figure 2.

4.2.1 Monte-Carlo simulation
In order to compute with this representation of uncertainty, we opt for use of Monte-Carlo
simulation, which considers the inputs as random variables and run a number N of computations
(so-called trials) by sampling the input in order to obtain n possible results. The Monte-Carlo
approach is a conventional way to estimate unknown probability distributions given complex
stochastic models and opens for large flexibility in changing of probability distributions used for use
in projects beyond iMENTORS that would be otherwise difficult to solve analytically [ISO 31010].
Thus, an additional advantage of the Monte-Carlo simulation approach is its indifference to the
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probability distributions of input variables, which allows changing the representation phase without
altering the processing phase, up to swapping probability distribution functions, for example, with
empirical distributions derived from observations.
Additionally, there are several available libraries for Monte-Carlo simulation and, including one
developed at Stockholm University fitting the code base of the iMENTORS evaluation service. This
should significantly ease the further implementation and integration of the decision support system.
In the following, we further specify details on how factor magnitude and impact are represented as a
mathematical model, values derived from the scenario elicitation are translated into numeric
parameters for this model, and, finally, how Monte-Carlo simulation is executed in order to compute
aggregated indexes for contextual factors.
The representation and processing phase is further presented as for one factor at a time. Thus, this
phase should be reapplied for each factor selected at the step 1.

4.2.2 Step 4. Translate the linguistic values into numeric values
All the linguistic values for Factor magnitude and Factor impact, each with values for the worst, best,
and most-likely cases, are represented by numbers.
4.2.2.1 Step 4a. Translate factor magnitude linguistic values
Factor Magnitude linguistic values are translated into numeric values in accordance to the Table 3:
Factor magnitude linguistic values with associated numbers

Linguistic term
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Minimal plausible magnitude
Enormously lower
Substantially lower
Somewhat lower
Slightly lower
Not or Negligibly lower
Not or Negligibly higher
Slightly higher
Somewhat higher
Substantially higher
Enormously higher
Maximum plausible magnitude

Numeric
value
-8
-5
-3
-2
-1
0
0
1
2
3
5
8

Table 3: Factor magnitude linguistic values with associated numbers

4.2.2.2 Step 4b. Translate the impact linguistic values
The linguistic values for Factors impact evaluations are mapped with numeric representations in
accordance to the Table 4: Factor magnitude linguistic values with associated numbers

Linguistic term

Numeric
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value
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Blocked/terminated
Enormously threatened
Significantly threatened
Somewhat threatened
Slightly threatened
Not or Negligibly threatened
Not or Negligibly favoured
Slightly favoured
Somewhat favoured
Significantly favoured
Enormously favoured
Safe/guaranteed

-8
-5
-3
-2
-1
0
0
1
2
3
5
8

Table 4: Factor magnitude linguistic values with associated numbers

4.2.3 Step 5. Define input variable
Given the numeric values for the 3 scenarios estimation, the Factor Magnitude, denoted as x, can be
represented as a random variable with a triangular probability density function (triangular pdf),
f(x|a,b,c) defined in (1).

(1),
where a, b, and c are parameters defined by Factor magnitude’s values for the worst, best, and most
likely cases’, i.e., lower, higher boundaries, and the mode of the triangular distribution, respectively.

4.2.4 Step 6. Generate trials for factor
At this step the Factor magnitude defined previously as a random variable is sampled by generating
n random variates.
For iMENTORS purposes number of trials n = 10 000, i.e., 10 000 random variates are generated for
each Factor included in the analysis.
To find a random variate for a given triangular pdf with parameters a, b and c, the following routine
is run:
1. Generate a random
2. The variate equals to (2)

,

(2),

Where

.

(2) is derived from the cumulative distribution function of f(x| a, b, c).
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4.2.5 Step 7. Calculate impact for each trial
At this step for each previously generated variates for each Factor we calculate its impact on each
given project Output in accordance to a function.
Each Factors’ impact s on a j:th project Output is presented as a piece-wise linear function
of a Factor magnitude x defined as (3).
For i=1 to n, where n is the number of trials, and for j=1 to j=K, where K is number of project’s
Outputs

(3 ) ,

where
- i:th generated random variant (see the step 6)
- Factor magnitude value representing the worst-case scenario, i.e., lower boundary (see the
Step 2),
- Factor magnitude value representing the best-case scenario, i.e., upper boundary (see the Step
2),
0 - Factor magnitude value representing the most probable case scenario (mode), and equals 0 by
definition (see the Step 2),
Factor impact on j:th output value for the worst-case scenario, (see the Step 3),
- Factor impact on j:th output value for the best-case scenario (see the Step 3),
- Factor impact on j:th output value for the most probable case scenario (see the Step 3),
- i:th trial’s value for Factor impact on j:th Output.
Thus, as an output of this step, for each involved Factor n*K number of impact values are produced,
where n is is a number of trials, and K is the number of project Outputs taken into analysis.

4.2.6 Step 8. Aggregate outputs impact s for each factor
It is necessary to aggregate individual Factor impact values for each Output into one Factor impact
value ( ), which shows overall Factor impact on a whole project in an i-th trial. For this purpose the
simple mean aggregator is employed (4).

(4),
Where:
 K is the number of project Outputs
 yj,i i-th trial’s value for Factor impact on j:th Output
 Yi is the aggregated Factor impact value for i:th trial.
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4.3 Analysis
We have defined probability distribution for impact of each contextual factor as well as probability
distribution for the aggregated impact, i.e., overall impact of a given factor on all the intended
project’s outputs. At the analysis phase we need to further analyse the acquired distributions with
respect to its expected down- and upsides, and further define a scheme for mapping factors against
meaningful and easily comprehendible classes.

4.3.1 Step 9. Analyse samples
There are plenty of statistical measures suitable for analysis of the generated output of the MonteCarlo simulation. Among most used are an average, a standard deviation, a minimum, and a
maximum.
However, while conventional statistical analysis usually takes the whole sample, for Contextual
Factors analysis it is suggested to measure down- and upper sides of a Factor separately, i.e., split
the whole sample

into the

set contacting all the negative values, and the
containing all the positive (non-negative) values of the .

set

This fits the taken approach to contextual factor evaluation and ensures easier comprehension for
decision-makers. So,
poses Threat, while

represents negative scenarios, when the Factor impact is negative, i.e.,
represents positive scenarios, i.e., poses Favour.

Thus, for analysis of the aggregated sample

, the following indicators are suggested:

1. Expected level of Threat calculated as a mean of negative values, i.e.,
, where

- cardinality of the

2. Probability of the Factor causing Threat defined as

set

,

3. Expected level of Favour calculated as a mean of non-negative values defined as

4. Probability of the Factor causing Favour defined as

,

,

where n is the number of trials.

4.3.2 Step 10. Classify factors
Based on 2 pairs of statistical measurement, i.e.,
on the matrix with these measurements as axes.

,

, and

,

, each Factor can be plotted

For ease of perception, the plot area can be colour coded and hereby classified into different
degrees of importance (factor classes). An example of a colour coded matrix with assigned
thresholds is depicted at Error! Reference source not found..
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Figure 2: Factor assessment matrix
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5 Implementation and Integration of the DSS
5.1 Data Flow

Figure 3: Data flow diagram

The data-flow has not changed since the Deliverable 3.3. The Error! Reference source not
found. depicts a general data-flow between the iMENTORS platform and the Evaluation web
service. The evaluator is the only source of evaluation data. The judgments provided by evaluators
are captured through web-based assessment forms in correspondence to the Scenarios-Elicitation
phase of the contextual factors evaluation method. This data translated into XML format and stored
on the iMENTORS platform. The data is sent to the Evaluation web-service, which processes the data
and returns both the initial input and results back to the iMENTORS platform as one XML file.
Inclusion of initial evaluation data in evaluation results file secures traceability and validity of the
data.
Additionally, the Web-service has been significantly enhanced to handle newer XML files with data
on the contextual factors evaluation, as well as to enable Monte-Carlo simulation employed in the
contextual factors evaluation method.

5.2 Design and implementation of the scenarios elicitation process
5.2.1 Assessment forms
The phase 1. Scenarios elicitation of the Contextual Factors evaluation method has been
implemented as a set of web-based assessment forms on the iMENTORS platform.
The assessment forms serve as the front-end to decision-makers (stakeholders) for eliciting and
specifying their judgments with respect to different scenarios for impact of Contextual factors on a
given ICT4D initiative.
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Each of the steps of this process is further illustrated and clarified with relevant screenshots of the
web-platform.
5.2.1.1 Step 1. Select important Contextual Factors
The Step 1. Select important Contextual Factors (Error! Reference source not found.) is
implemented as a checklist contacting a pool of predefined Contextual Factors (see the iMENTORS
Contextual Factors model section). The selection is to be performed by means of the on/off toggles.

Figure 4: Step 1. Select important Contextual Factors screen

5.2.1.2 Step 2. Evaluate the variance of the factor
At this step the variance of magnitude for each taken contextual factors is specified by users. As
mentioned in the method specification the worst and the best cases are assessed as deviation from
the assumed or expected level, i.e., the most-probable case. These assessments are done through
respective scales. The specified scales have been enhanced with colour-coding. The Error!
Reference source not found. depicts an example for the Affordability of computer contextual
factor.
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Figure 5: Step 2. Evaluate the variance of the factor screen

5.2.1.3 Step 3. Estimate impact of the factor on the achievement of Output
In order to significantly ease comprehension and enhance usability of this step, the IF-THEN it is
suggested to take the
Since the step 3. Estimate impact of the factor on the achievement of Output might be quite
complex to introduce to a user, the IF-THEN following design feature
The design of this step as
This design of assessment screen for step 3 is constructed among the IF-THEN statements for each
case scenario. The IF part presents the contextual factor magnitude value from the previous step. In
the THEN part the user is to specify the consequence of a given scenario with specifying a degree of
impact with the linguistic scale. The scales for this step have been enhanced with colour-coding as
well.
The Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found. depicts an example
for the Affordability of computer contextual factor and the Participating in online research
collaborations output.
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Figure 6: Step 3. Estimate impact of the factor on the achievement of Output screen.

5.2.2 Enhancing XMCDA for risk analysis applications
As previously mentioned in the Deliverable 3.3, for the purpose of proper communication between
the evaluation web-service and the iMENTORS main platform the XML format is chosen.
XMCDA, as a data standard, which allows representing Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) data
elements in XML, was employed for iMENTORS purposes. XMCDA is maintained by the Decision
Deck project and supported by the COST Action IC0602 Algorithmic Decision Theory
(http://www.decision-deck.org).
However, the XMCDA is not directly intended for risk assessment applications. Thus, the new XML
schema, called XRA for “X Risk Analysis”, has been defined to accommodate the new functionality
and data structures. Nevertheless, the additions to the XML schema was defined with consistency
and following the logic of the XMCDA, with re-using most of the common tags, such as <scales>,
<values> and others.
The XRA XML file structure
For each finished contextual factors evaluation process one XML file is created and sent to the
iMENTORS web-service. The results are returned as another XML file, containing the initial input
data and appended evaluation results.
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Each XML file contains the following key sections (high level tags):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

<riskFactors>
<objectives>
<riskFactorsOnObjectivesImpacts>
<riskFactorsClassifications>
<scales>

1. <riskFactors>
The <riskFactors> contains an inclusive list of the factors involved in a given evaluation. Each factor is
denoted as <factor> and contains relevant details, including its magnitude represented by means of
the newly introduced <distribution> tag.
2. <objectives>
The <objectives> tag contains details of given project’s Outputs. The Outputs preserve the same IDs
and Name as defined in XML schema for the ICT4D project performance evaluation (see the
Deliverable 3.3).
3. <riskFactorsOnObjectivesImpacts>
This is a super set for <riskFactorOnObjectivesImpact> tags, each of which contains values for Impact
of a Factor on a set of objectives (project Outputs).
4. <riskFactorsClassifications>
Contains resulting classes for factors and statistical values for plotting the results. This part contains
factor classes within both groups of classes: threat and favour.
This part is to be appended to the output xml file (returned as a separate XML file).
5. <scales>
The <scales> sections contain definitions of the scales utilised in the factor evaluation process.
Currently there are 2 types of scales used in the method’s step 2 and step 3 respectively:



the <scale id=Magnitude13>, a bivalent 13-value linguistic scale used for estimation of a factor
magnitude distribution;
the <scale id=Impact12>, a bivalent 12-value linguistic scale, used for estimation of a distribution
of a factor impact.

5.2.3 Mapping the scenario-elicitation assessment forms with XML schema
As specified before, the assessment forms serve as the only front end to evaluators for eliciting
scenarios.
This section specifies linkage between particular elements of the assessment forms and their
representations in the XML file.
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The 1st step presents the contextual factors selection form (Error! Reference source not
found.). Selection of appropriate Sector triggers the <active> XML element under appropriate
<riskFactor>. The value of 1 is for the selected Sector, 0 or blank — for all the unselected.

Figure 7: Mapping Step 1 with XML elements.

The Error! Reference source not found. illustrates the Step 2. Evaluate the variance of the
factor,
where
each
case
is
captured
as
distinctive
points
(i.e.,
<lowerBoundry>,<mode>,<upperBoundry>) of a triangular distribution. The value for each case is
specified by means of a specific scale identified in the <scaleID> tag. The actual values for each case
is captured by </label> tags.
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Figure 8: Mapping Step 2 with XML elements.

Error! Reference source not found. illustrates the Step 3. Estimate impact of the factor on the
achievement of Output
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Figure 9: Mapping Step 3 with XML elements.

Similarly to the provisos screen, another scale is identified with relevant <scaleID> tag and the values
are expressed as the <label> tags in that scale for each case. Project output is defined by the
<Objective> tag, and the <riskFactorOnObjectivesImpact> tag contains all the cases values for impact
of a given contextual factors on a given project Output (objective).

5.2.4 Other adjustments
A user-guide introducing iMENTORS impact assessment approach along with the evaluation
instructions has been published on the platform. The user guide is presented in the Appendix C.
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6 Validation and verification of the decision-support systems
methods
Comprehensive evaluation of the DSS involving end-users has been carried out. Furthermore,
extensive testing of the DSS integration has been performed. One of the final testing actions was a
trial of the both analytic methods (impact assessment, contextual factors analysis) on a real-life case.

6.1 Method for multi-criteria analysis framework for e-infrastructure project
evaluation: impact assessment
To address the challenges of managing and measuring success of development projects, ResultsBased Management (RBM) approach has been implemented as a logical framework in the public
sector and development initiatives (Madhekeni, 2012). RBM is the basis for many project appraisal,
and project evaluation methods. Two such methods have been developed within the iMENTORS
project, one aimed at ex ante evaluation called “contextual factor analysis” and one for ex post
evaluation called “impact assessment”. The latter consists of a multi-criteria method and is designed
to carry out project appraisal for projects in line with the value-chain theory of how infrastructure
projects contribute to socio-economic development.
Mekonnen (2014) provides and assessment and validation of the approach to impact assessment,
referred to as “Multi-criteria analysis framework for e-infrastructure project evaluation” in the DoW.
This report is summarized in this chapter. In his report, high level requirements were evaluated using
informed arguments. In order to improve the validity and impartiality of the evaluation, the internal
and external properties of the method were evaluated by qualified experts.
The method for impact assessment proposed by iMENTORS evaluates outputs of an intervention.
The approach is in compliance with RBM methodology where impact evaluation (project evaluation)
is carried out using indicators at different stages of the project life cycle. The indicators help to
objectively observe the inputs and outcomes of a project that may or may not be observed directly
(Wagner et al., 2005). The method is based on the concept of results chain where outputs are
considered to be immediate results which will later lead to outcomes.
In order to validate the impact assessment approach, a theoretical analysis was used for the purpose
of requirement elicitation based on the new definition derived for project impact assessment. Some
of the functional requirements, however, were inspired by the iMENTORS’ methods.

6.1.1 Evaluation of impact assessment method
The backbone of the approach is the RBM framework, and the method looks at projects as a lifecycle
which fulfils the first requirement, i.e. it conforms to the RBM framework. The terminologies used
and the sequence of the steps are also deliberately aligned with RBM project lifecycle.
The method also follows the results chain and has steps to evaluate outputs, outcomes, goals, and
impacts and is able to be used after termination of projects. The impact assessment method if
iMENTORS requires input of data by evaluators, it is able to be used with the input of human
knowledge Six qualified experts with vast experience in RBM have participated in the evaluation of
the impact assessment method. The evaluation was primarily based on internal and external
requirements, and experience of the evaluators. In the following the “artifact” is the impact
assessment method of iMENTORS.

6.1.2 Internal properties evaluation
Coherence, the degree to which the parts are logically, orderly and consistently related. Coherence is
low if an artifact includes parts that, in some sense, do not fit in with the rest of the artifact.
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The method is designed to follow the results chain in which inputs, activities and results are
sequentially approached. The variables to be evaluated (outputs, outcomes, goals, and impacts) are
related to one another. The evaluator evaluates one variable at a time and proceeds to the next with
logical order. The artifact fulfils the criterion.
Modularity, the degree to which an artifact is divided in components that may separate and
recombined. Common requirements related to modularity are low coupling, that modules are not
overly related with each other; high cohesion, that modules are highly related internally; and high
composability, that modules can be easily replaced and recombined.
The method is designed to be used throughout a project lifecycle and after termination of a project.
The method is designed in such a manner that it can be broken down in to modules. Set of steps can
be used separately to make evaluation of a particular interest. For instance, steps 5 to 7 can be used
to evaluate outcome or steps 8 to 10 for evaluating output. The artifact fulfils the criterion.

6.2 External properties evaluation
6.2.1 Usage properties
Comprehensibility: the ease with which an artifact can be understood or comprehended by a user
(also called understandability).
Learnability: the ease with which a user can learn to use an artifact.
Usability: the ease with which a user can use an artifact to achieve a particular goal.
Customisability: the degree to which an artifact can be adapted to the specific needs of a local
practice or user.
For instance, comprehensibility, understandability and learnability will be difficult to assess
objectively given the expertise of the evaluators. However, the artifact is evaluated for usability,
suitability, and traceability. These properties are considered to be fulfilled due to the high level
requirements met and the generic RBM constructs and theories applied in the designing and
developing stage. The artifact partially fulfils the criteria. However, for more reliable results usage
properties can be evaluated after the artifact is being put in real use.

6.2.2 Management properties
Flexibility: the ease with which an artifact can be adapted when external changes occur (similar to
maintainability; related notions are configurability, evolvability and extensibility).
The method is outlined to be used in all kinds of projects that are designed based on the RBM life
cycle approach. The method is considered to have a high level of flexibility for the following reasons.
The method provides flexibility to the user in terms of how detailed the evaluations can be. For
instance, an evaluator may evaluate changes in outcome comparing it to different points in the
lifecycle. Evaluations can also be made to measure the change in outputs that have brought about
the change in the previously evaluated outcome. It is also possible to quantify the significance of
particular output attributed to goal or impact. The steps can be repeated several times to satisfy the
level of detail desired.
The inputs required for the impact assessment method are not restricted. As long as inputs are
presented in any computable form, the method can be used. However, the constructs restrict the
use of the method in different situations and context outside the RBM framework. On the other
hand, this can easily be solved if the inputs are properly translated accordingly.
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6.2.3 Generic properties
Generality, the degree to which an artifact is relevant not only for a local, but also for a global
practice.
The method is comprised of steps that are designed to capture the whole project lifecycle in
conformation to the RBM framework. No specific requirements have been placed during the
development process to restrict the use of the method. The artifact can be used for development
projects as long as the inputs are modified to conform to the construct. The artifact fulfils the
criteria
Effectiveness, the degree to which an artifact is able to achieve its goals (a special case is
completeness).
Arguments have been presented to justify each of the steps within the method (sections 4.2, and
4.3) and the artifact demonstration has also shown the method can effectively solve the problem
explicated. The effectiveness of the artifact, according to the evaluators, depends on the
assumptions made during the development of the artifact. For instance, use of poor indicators might
result in unreliable outcomes. This property can objectively be evaluated after the artifact is being
put in real use.
Efficiency, the degree to which an artifact is effective without wasting time, effort or expense.
The method is presented in self-explanatory steps that can be easily followed. The theoretical
analysis and the RBM framework in general support the outline and purpose of the method. Analysis
of the results of experts’ evaluation has demonstrated the significance of the method in the practice.
The research has also highlighted the need for further studies within the area of RBM. Inclusion of
the notion of impact assessment after completion of development projects is a new area addressed
by this study. The criterion is partially fulfilled.

6.3 Method for “what-if” analysis: Contextual factor analysis
Contextual factors (CFs) are macro factors or environmental conditions, which “either threaten or
facilitate a successful achievement of intended project results”. Moreover, the CFs concept aligns
risks and assumptions, which is not always the case in the RBM literature (Talantsev et al. 2014).
These factors represent “external sources of uncertainty”, hence risks, which will have either a
positive or negative impact on a projects outputs. According to the United Nations Development
Group’s (UNDG’s) RBM Handbook, see (UN, 2010, p. 20) this can provide for a more balanced
assessment of both opportunities and threats. Assumptions are those factors that, according to the
RBM Handbook, must be in favour for the project in order to achieve planned results. They are
interpreted as a degree of the given CFs, required to achieve results. The CFs will after being
analysed guide the evaluator to exploit development opportunities of ICT4D projects. Talantsev et
al. (2014) argues that addressing and successfully assessing these contextual factors is critical for
achieving good results in an ICT4D project. Further, Talantsev et al. suggest four main categories of
CFs to assess when evaluating ICT4D projects. These are economic factors, political factors, technical
factors and cultural and personal factors. These main factors may then have different sub-attributes
depending on the objectives within the project.
Before applying the method on a specific development project, the intended project outputs should
be listed. Thereafter, summarized into three phases the initial phase then describes scenario
elicitation and data collection of CFs. During the second phase data is translated into numeric data
and processed via Monte Carlo simulation. During the last analysis phase data is classed in terms of
importance. The ten steps of the method are described below. In short, the features of the method
can be categorized accordingly; “data capturing”, “translation to decision data”, “representations in
simulations and aggregation”, “analysis and interpretation”, CF classification and presentation”. It is
only during the first phase that evaluators or decision-makers actively contribute with input.
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Thereafter the method generates a result for each output that is then presented back to the
evaluator.
Bertilsson (2014) provides an assessment and validation of the approach to risk and opportunity
analysis (referred to as “what-if” analysis in the DoW) which is summarized below. This report is
summarized in this chapter. The approach designed and developed for the iMENTORS DSS is labeled
as “Quantitative scenario-based assessment of contextual factors for ICT4D projects”.
To evaluate the effectiveness of this method and addressing this, a design science approach was
adapted. A case study was conducted with decision-makers at the Swedish International
Development Agency (Sida) and interviews were chosen as the applied method for the evaluation of
the method. Interviews were held with decision-makers who provided insightful information on the
method from their point-of-view as well as information about the current decision-making process
at Sida. The effectiveness of the method was assessed with a set of decision-maker criteria derived
from the relevant literature within the DSS domain. This approach enabled to answer the overall
question “How useful is the contextual factor analysis methodology adapted for the iMENTORS
platform from an effectiveness perspective?”

6.3.1 Assessing the effectiveness of the contextual factor analysis method with
effectiveness criteria
The definition of effectiveness as “the level to which the goals are fulfilled” obtained in (Maynard et
al. 1995) was adapted as an overall definition during the interviews. Both respondents shared this
definition even though the number of criteria all can be interpreted as components of the definition.
The decision-makers were further presented with five categories each containing a number of
effectiveness criteria and were asked to assess the iMENTORS method according to these criteria.
The hierarchy stems from the Multi-Constituency approach even though some of the suggested
criteria, as “market growth” were not considered, as it was not in line with the objectives of the
organization. This hierarchy share the same concepts with the “Multi-attribute Utility Assessment
Hierarchy of Evaluation Criteria” designed by Adelman et al. (Adelman 1985) and is also similar to
the criteria considered in the Utilization-Shaped Evaluation model provided by (Riedel & Pitz 1986).
Similar questions but with a TTF perspective can be found in decision support literature as well
(Rhee & Raghav 2008). The “quality criteria” used in “The Semiotic Data Quality Framework”
explained in the Handbook on Decision Support Systems 1 – Basic Themes could be also having been
useful (Burstein & Holsapple 2008). The fact that these quality criteria did not address any specific
constituent made them less appropriate to use though.
The criteria can be seen as generic requirements and the responses from the decision-makers on
each criterion aided the evaluation the effectiveness of the method and how well the output of the
method met their requirements. These were essential as “evaluating effectiveness examines the
relationship between what should be done and what has already been done” (Rhee & Raghav 2008).
As acknowledged from Riedel and Pitz (1986) it was not always evident what contributed to
effectiveness from the decision-makers standpoint and to what extent each criteria contributed to
the overall evaluation of the effectiveness. Following the reasoning of Maynard et al. on the varying
importance of specific criteria (Maynard et al. 1995) it was initially not evident which criteria that
was of higher importance for the decision-makers. For example, how fast the method delivered its
output was not of any importance, instead the correctness of the output was more important (DM
1), (DM 2). Another important aspect for both decision-makers was the option generation, earlier
mention in the extended background, which could be used as an effectiveness measure even though
it directly did not contribute to effectiveness. Since the decision-makers were active evaluators of
potential projects they also had a greater emphasis on the support from the method, their ability to
make decisions based on the output of the method and the cognitive aspects of the method (DM 1),
(DM 2). The criteria hierarchy presented in 2.10 was used as a support during the interviews. It is
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presented along with the responses followed by a short summarised section below. In the following
the “artifact” is the contextual factor analysis method of iMENTORS.

6.3.2 Individual Personnel Issues
Adequacy of information provided - Whether the information provided to the method is sufficient for
the decision task.
Both evaluators found the input process straightforward as they also were assumed to assessed risks
and the impacts of each risk at Sida. However, the information that was submitted into the
iMENTORS method only constituted for a small part of the overall assessment that was needed for a
risk evaluation (DM 2). The input was still valuable though as it was enough to locate the ”high-risk
factors” that could be further examined and the methods output acted like a “reminder” according
to (DM 1). Similar result could be achieved with Sida's current decision aid Track (DM 1), (DM 2). A
difference between the two decision methods was that the risk evaluation activity at Sida did not
assess for any uncertainties for their risk factors. Though the iMENTORS method provided more
input to analyse it was questioned whether this was needed to perform the evaluation. After
choosing and assessing the effects of a number of CFs both decision-makers explained that
motivations had to be provided on each risk factor and that this part was the time-consuming part.
The decision-makers however, did not see how any other sufficient computable data could be
provided into the method. One argument by (DM 1) was that previously stored decision-maker input
for a specific risk for standard projects could be provided back into the method for any similar
project, if that previous risk evaluation was deemed successful. If more input could be provided it
would rather be linguistic data in text form which would be difficult to make estimations from for
many decision-aiding models (DM 1). An overall opinion shared by both decision-makers was that
even though the input stage was aided by the risk list much experience would still be needed. When
assessing risks (DM 2) responds that Sida often work on an organizational level rather than on a
subject level. During the project evaluations focus is directed towards evaluations such as if the
organization to be funded is stable enough or have good enough prerequisites to carry out the
operation. Structures and policies for minimizing corruption or regulating case flows are often
considered. “The external factors are often just a small part of the overall risk assessment”. (DM 2)
does not know why external factors are not prioritized more. Further (DM 2) is not sure if the
current approach of prioritizing organizational risks instead of external risks is evaluated and
validated or not.
Effect on organizational effectiveness - The effect of the method on the fulfilment of the goals in the
organization.
The evaluators could not directly find any effects from the method that could contribute to an
improved fulfilment of its organizational goals. However, (DM 1) argued that it would be easier to
re-evaluate unsuccessful projects if the method and its uncertainty span were applied. Incorrect
decisions would then be easier to trace and it would be possible to see which risk that had been
incorrectly estimated. For risks that could be considered to have a high degree of certainty prior to a
project initiation but with an unexpected negative outcome would be easier to follow up on. Factors
with a high uncertainty and with a negative outcome would also be important as the risk could be
better assessed for future projects. Such statistics could be used to re-assess the magnitudes. It
would, therefore, from an evaluation perspective benefit Sida and attempt to reach their goals. (DM
2) claimed that an implementation of the method would be difficult though since Track was
introduced only two years ago. Since the method is easy to use it should have a positive effect on
the achievement of organizational goals (DM 1), (DM 2), however (DM 1) argue that since the CFs
are not aligned with the risks currently prioritized at Sida it is not directly appropriate for their tasks.
To be better aligned with Sida's current risk policies the risk list should consider partner
organizations more (DM 2).
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Flexibility of system - The ability of the method to adjust to changing requirements and to provide
simulation type capabilities.
Having a method that is able to aid a decision-maker in different projects in different contexts is very
important as it occurs frequently (DM 2). The predefined list of criteria was extensive in a way that it
improved the flexibility of the method (DM 1), (DM 2). (DM 1) reasoned that, after “some more
consideration”, the CFs list could be applicable to a variety of ICT4D projects also for other
organizations than Sida. However, (DM 1) argued that it would be problematic if such a list got to
comprehensive. Since the projects Sida is working with are very different a complete list with predefined risks would be quite extensive. Regarding the alignment of risk and assumptions into CF (DM
1) believes this makes the method provides more flexibility as the assessment of what constitutes a
risk or a assumption for a specific project, which can be difficult, is disregarded. The CFs does also
respond to projects with diverse nature (DM 2). “Unfortunately for these kinds of methods, our own
included, they have a hard time functioning well for sprawling organizations like Sida” (DM 2). One
responded point out that there is a need for close collaboration with the decision-makers during the
development stages (DM 2). “Track is created for a standard user and there are few of those at Sida
unfortunately” (DM 2). The CFs used in the iMENTORS method could therefore have been more
appropriately assessed if the users of the method were given opportunities to provide feedback at
an earlier stage (DM 1).
Increase in analytical tools used - Any increase in the amount of analytical tools used as a result of
the method.
Since the iMENTORS method share characteristics with Track (DM 2) does not believe that both
methods would be needed. In the case of an implementation of the iMENTORS method, Track would
have to be replaced. (DM 1) argues though that the slightly different approaches and it could be the
case that the iMENTORS method could be used exclusively for ICT4D projects even though Sida are
committed in many projects not concerning ICT. However, (DM 1) would not be content with an
additional tool as the introduction of new tools steals attention from their real obligations. The fact
that much of an evaluation is done by manual work is accepted by both of them and either could see
how those assessments could be alleviated by the use of a more complex statistical method.
Level of task independence - Independent tasks are those that do not require assistance from others
for completion.
Both evaluators found the method to be pedagogical and only using the method met the main
purpose of obtaining evaluated CFs on a scale. The method would be useful for inexperienced
decision-makers who elsewise would need more consultation on how to locate and assess risk
factors (DM 1). Due to internal policies these evaluations still had to be further explained and reevaluated but this procedure would be the same for any method.

6.3.3 Output Quality Issues
Accuracy of information - The correctness and exactness of the information provided by the method.
The iMENTORS method provides for a more accurate assessment of the risks evaluated (DM 1), (DM
2) than with the current aid. By assessing the magnitude of each uncertainty for each risk these risks
are more precise (DM 1), (DM 2); still both decision-makers are content with the current aids output,
which is on a simple four-graded scale. (DM 2) argues that though the uncertainties for the CFs are
being considered, which provides for a more correct result, it affects their comprehension of the
results negatively. (DM 2) points out that since only a few projects are accepted each year decisionmakers should also be clear about the risks linked with those projects. “Providing a magnitude on
each factor only allows an evaluator to communicate an uncertainty but the approach does not
really provide for a more correct result per se” (DM 2). Even if the evaluators were not all content
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with the introduction of an uncertainty span for the CFs (DM 1) points out that such an approach
could be valuable if projects on a general scale was to be evaluated where decision-makers did not
have to be as precise. At times when a “channel” or a “type of operation” are to be evaluated, for
example international organizations within ICT4D, the risk span would be more relevant and
beneficial (DM 1). (DM 1) also suggests it could be useful for highly innovative projects where there
often are a great amount of uncertainties involved.
Cognitive style - The habitual ways individuals process and utilise information.
Both decision-makers point out that there is a difference between the iMENTORS approach and the
current process even if both include the activities of assessing risk probabilities and risk impacts.
Mainly Sida does use other factors and do not use any uncertainty intervals for their located risks.
Aligning the risks and assumptions was new to (DM 1) but the concept was easy to follow. Positive
comments were given on the pre-defined risk list. (DM 1) points out that such list have been
requested for years, at least from (DM 1). (DM 2) referred to it as a “simple tool, which ensures that
risks are not forgotten”. Being presented with the list for the first time, (DM 1) points out that each
CF could be shortly clarified as well to be comprehended more quickly.
Regarding the uncertainty interval (DM 2) would rather directly use an average value then obtaining
it from the method. The approach with “best case” and “worst case” was interpreted as an extra
moment that did not provide enough value. “It may not be worth the effort, as so few projects are
assisted each year” was the response of (DM 2). For follow-ups of unsuccessful projects both
decision-makers thought it could be useful though. Decision-makers are in general expected to have
a certain “baseline” knowledge that includes understanding of the risks according to (DM 1).
Important is instead how these risks are going to be mitigated (DM 2). Moreover, (DM 2) believes
that the presentation style of the iMENTORS method is more complex bat possibly more correct.
Further (DM 2) maintains that the simple presentation of a single value between 1-4 would be
preferred as a presentation in a matrix is more difficult to comprehend.

6.3.4 Decision Task Issues
Effect on information flow - The effect of the method on how information flows throughout the
organization.
Since the method is developed for decision-makers to make own informed judgments there is little
to address on the information flow within the organization. The decision-makers both claim that the
project evaluation processes are carried out independently and that there is no need to
communicate any information with other employees at an early stage. The results of the evaluations
are instead presented after risk-mitigating activities are presented. (DM 2) The web-portal in which
the iMENTORS method is implemented in would benefit the organization though, as the database
could be searched for similar projects. However, due to time-constraints and the complexity of
today’s system following up previous projects is not normally done (DM 1), (DM 2).
Individual ability improvement - An improvement in the ability for you to carry out your job resulting
from the method.
Again, the pre-defined risk list are said to be useful and improve in the decision-makers evaluations.
(DM 1) main argument was that such list allows a decision-maker to feel more secure after a project
has been evaluated. The diversity amongst projects may imply that many CFs have to be added.
Having pre-defined lists for different project categories would be one option (DM 2). Both (DM 1)
and (DM 2) argue that their ability to carry of evaluations would improve if the method could
contain risk mitigating suggestions. (DM 2) requests for statistics that would also benefit the “best
case – worst case” concept. Such data would enable the decision-makers to decide whether the
uncertainty intervals had been correctly estimated. The problem today with statistics and old data is
that evaluations may end up as replications (DM 1) of prior evaluations. Presented statistics, as from
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the United Nations, are often based on information gathered a couple of years back and forecasts
are not always that reliable (DM 2). It should be added that no such support is available at Sida
today either.
Individual willingness to change - The extent to which you are willing to undergo changes that the
method may cause to your job.
A possible utilization of the iMENTORS at Sida is questioned by (DM 1). (DM 1) presumes that the
use on an additional method would only be used if it was a mandatory activity. Both decision-makers
declared that there had been multiple systems implemented during the last couple of years.
According to (DM 2), users of these systems are in general tired of all the changes and implementing
the iMENTORS method would likely face similar resistance. If the iMENTORS method would be
implemented, in its current design, decision-makers would have to perform two separate
evaluations. The iMENTORS method would be used to evaluate external risks and the current Track
would be used for evaluation of risks concerning corruption and project execution (DM 2). (DM 1)
explained that there is a weariness in people within the organization and factors added that are
complicated would aggravate the situation (DM 1). Both decision-makers could understand the
rationale behind the use of uncertainties but questioned if it would “make up for the hassle” of
using it (DM 1).
Quality of the decision making process - The effect of the method on the quality of the decision
making process.
The decision making process is very much dependent on the individual decision-maker, however the
introduction of pre-defined risks improves the quality of the process (DM 1), (DM 2). Neither of
them are aware of any CFs that have been missed in previous projects but the outcome of using
such a list would have a positive effect on the quality of the decision-making process.
Role of IS - The role that the information technology has within the organization.
The use of the current Track has enabled the decision-makers to easier re-evaluate each funded
project annually. Similar feature in the web-portal was explained for the decision-makers. Even if
some projects contain only a few risks the use of computerised aids relives the additional work of
manually going through evaluations on paper as Sida did before (DM 2). The project committees
who are performing the “quality controls” are also helped as the material becomes more accessible.

6.3.5 System Effectiveness
Effect of method on people´s position in the organization - The organizations view on how the
method alters its job structures.
Although there are some differences between iMENTORS method and how Sida evaluates their
projects both decision-makers ruled that the demonstrated method did not affect their routines to
any large extent. There would be little training needed to comprehend the method. In case training
was needed it would be on explaining the different CFs and how they would be interpreted (DM 2).
A positive implication expressed by (DM 1) is that the use of the iMENTORS method relieves
workload, as decision-makers would not need to locate every CF but instead select them from the
predefined list.
Operational needs - The needs that you have to complete your work.
The output of the method was reasonable from what one could expect according to (DM 1), (DM 2).
The actual needs of obtaining statistics and indicators for each CF would further enable the decisionmakers to assess the current situation in a region and to be able to compare this to other regions.
Such information is today collected manually (DM 2). Those needs of explaining the risk mitigation
activities could not be aided by the method even though this was not expected either. (DM 1)
summarized the use of the method accordingly, “the method fulfils what it is meant for, even if it
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does not give us full support. The method facilitates the identification and listing of risks but the CFs
needs to be evaluated manually by each decision maker”.

6.3.6 Organizational Issues
Match between technical approach and task requirements - The compatibility of the problem and the
method.
The design and interface of the method was well received. Both decision-makers thought the
contextual factors were easy to add to the evaluation and the design of the scales was logical. (DM
1) requested for a solution where data from the web-portal could be used as direct input for an
evaluation. (DM 2) opinion however, was that such a solution would be to difficult to use as the
diversity between projects would result in too much data to handle for a decision-maker. More data
directly linked with the method would also benefit personnel “out on the field” who did not have
the same ICT4D knowledge (DM 1). Both decision-makers argued that the method, as well as their
current aid, couldn’t be designed to completely aid decision-makers, as the evaluations need to be
motivated in text form as well.
Political acceptability - The acceptability of the system by senior management from a political
viewpoint.
At Sida there would be no conflict with senior management with the use of methods like the
iMENTORS method. However, (DM 2) points out that financial aid are closely tied to politics on some
countries and there is often a great motivation for donors to pursue their own political agenda
through the financial aids and how it is distributed. This has also led difficulties with the coordination
between aid organizations (DM 2). The “Paris Agenda” who was there to align the aid organization
has lost its influence over the years.
Similar to Sida's current aid Track neither of the decision support tools suggests any project to be
prioritized or to be rejected based on the outputs. Instead both, in line with most DSSs, presented
data that would be in support for further evaluation. The decision-makers both agree on that the
developed artifact serves the purpose of enabling and aiding decision-makers to identify and
evaluate the contextual factors better. When the decision-makers did not consider any specific
requirements or criteria on the input to the method, both agreed that the level of effectiveness
could be deemed as sufficiently high. However, the overall definition of effectiveness by Maynard et
al. “the level to which the goals are fulfilled” is affected by the fact that not all criteria can be fully
met. If the method were to be adopted and implemented by Sida, it could be problematic since the
perception of what constitutes important risk factors differs from iMENTORS use of contextual
factors. Since each criteria affects the overall assessment of the effectiveness of the method and the
fact that each participant has different subjective opinions the results should be used as
recommendations and input for an overall assessment of the method along with other stakeholder
assessments. With respect to the TTF perspective by Goodhue (1995) the technical approach of the
iMENTORS seemed to match task required of finding and assessing risks on a general level. However,
the agenda at Sida of prioritizing risks concerning corruption was not met. It can also be argued if
the concepts of perceived usefulness and expected consequences of utilization could be met. The
recent implementation of the decision support tool Track and a weariness of changing systems is a
contributing factor. A natural “trade-off”, as discussed by Adelman (Adelman & Riedel 1997), seems
to exist between the appreciated pre-defined contextual factors list against the uncertainty riskspan, added value to the decision-process was questioned. Even if the match between the
technology and the task could be deemed as a perfect fit the influence of social norms at Sida may
have a negative effect on the utilization. Linking together the contextual factors with the concept of
decisional guidance by Montazemi (1996) the decisional guidance supplied by the contextual factors
prevented the decision-makers from becoming too subjective in their judgement. Further the
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contextual factors added flexibility to the method and improved the methods capability to adjust to
changed requirements.
Given this, it was concluded that the method in general was sufficiently fit for its purpose. The
method was easy to comprehend and offered additional aid in comparison to Sida's current decision
support. However, the point of departure of how risks for ICT4D projects are to be prioritized was
not shared between Sida and the method of iMENTORS. The iMENTORS method and its contextual
factors model focused on external risks whereas the decision-makers at Sida instead prioritized
operational risks linked to their partner organizations. This difference in perspective ought to be one
of the important aspects to consider for future developers.

6.4 List of experts used in the assessments
6.4.1 Experts used when validating the contextual factors analysis (What-If):
Jens Karberg, MSc, ICT for Development advisor and programme manager, Swedish Agency for
Intenational Development (Sida),Stockholm, Sweden
Theophilus E. Mlaki, MSc, Senior advisor, Digital Opportunity Trust (DOT) Tanzania, Dodoma,
Tanzania; Ottawa, Canada

6.4.2 Experts used when validating the impact assessment
Angus Grant, Msc Principal Consultant, AGA Consulting, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Antonio Capillo, MSc Monitoring and Evaluation Officer, International Network for the Availability of
Scientific Publications (INASP), London, UK
Dennis Bours, MSc Independent Evaluation Office and Board member, Pan Asia-Africa Results-Based
Monitoring & Evaluation Forum, Thailand
Harrison Wambua, MSc, Monitoring and Results Measurement Advisor, Swiss Foundation for
Technical Cooperation, Nairobi, Kenya
Monica Lomena, PhD Monitoring and Evaluation Officer, United Nations Capital Development Fund,
Dakar, Senegal
Timothy McCann, MSc, Evaluation Officer - Stockholm Evaluation Unit (SEU), Läkare Utan Gränser /
Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) Stockholm, Sweden

6.5 Testing of DSS functionality
The purposes of this exercise were:
1. To test basic functioning of the components of the DSS, and its integration
2. To build a demo-case of the DSS use
3. To initiate entry of project evaluations: impact assessment, contextual factors appraisal
4. Develop a brief on the DSS comprehensibility and usability
For these purpose we selected a project proposal, and a completed project on the platform and
asked people involved in them to apply the corresponding DSS tools: contextual factors analysis for
the proposal, impact assessment - the completed project.
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6.6 Impact assessment
The completed project selected was the Botswana Speaks Parliamentary Initiative (Botswana
Speaks). See the Botswana Speaks case section for details on the project.
The reasons for selecting this project were:
5. It is recent
6. Ease of getting to people behind the project
7. The project is registered on the platform
8. The evaluators were able to perform evaluations promptly
9. Possibility to get immediate feedback on the DSS from evaluators, and assist them if needed.
As for the evaluator Somya Joshi, the project manager, was chosen. She was asked to perform
impact assessment of the project using iMENTORS DSS. She performed the evaluation with no major
issues.
It was relative easy and straightforward to map the output categories in iMENTORS with the project,
evaluate performance of the outputs, as well as, relevance/importance of the outputs to the
Outcomes of the iMENTORS model. She pointed out that the tool was easy to use, not timeconsuming or cognitively demanding.
Although she expressed some concerns about instructions, namely that they might be not enough
clear and unambiguous for some users, especially those not familiar with the RBM terminology.
Finally, after seeing the evaluation results, she noted that the method accurately captures her
overall perception of the project impact. Thus, we can conclude that the tool works as intended, and
it is adequate for its purposes.

6.6.1 Botswana Speaks case
The pilot project Botswana Speaks was implemented from September 2012 to March 20141 by the
eGovlab, Department of Computer and System Sciences, at Stockholm University, in collaboration
with GOV2U and the National Assembly of Botswana. It was funded by SIDA under their Partnership
Development Cooperation (PDC).
In this project an ICT-based Parliamentary Communication System (PCS) was deployed in four
peripheral constituencies of Botswana. This platform should enable citizens, traditional leaders and
local ‘Kgotla’ assemblies to participate in the legislative process by sharing their views and concerns
with their elected representative in Parliament.
The system is designed to allow citizens to send messages directly via the online portal or by the
means of text messages (SMS) on a dedicated line. The messages were to be uploaded automatically
into the tracker, and viewed regularly by the Members of Parliament (MPs) for response.
The web-based platform is equipped with Geospatial Information Systems and advanced analysis
tools, allowing each representative to aggregate messages by policy category and by ward, for
example. Polls on motions regarding legislation are also published on the platform and any citizen
can, in theory, access the platform and vote on the various polls. This is expected to enable MPs to
better fulfil their function as policy makers and representatives, in the broader objective of achieving
wider societal development goals. The proposed software application was open-source and, it was
claimed, should be easily and cost-effectively integrated in the everyday functioning of Parliaments.
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6.7 Contextual factors analysis
In order to test the contextual factors analysis tool, we employ a recent project proposal. The people
behind the proposal expressed their desire to make the proposal anonymous, thus, we don’t
disclose further the title of the project and its details. The details of the proposal can be found in the
Project proposal case section.
The evaluation of potentially influencing contextual factors was performed by the project manager,
Dan Nerén. The evaluation was performed for 7 factors (suggested maximum). No issues with
ambiguity of the factors or instructions were expressed. The specification of the scenarios was
straightforward. Dan found the evaluation of scenarios moderately demanding and doable. Dan
noted use of color-coded scales as a good design choice, he found no issues with working with them.
He expressed two main concerns: (1) too much text for the instructions on the evaluation of
scenarios screen, (2) lack of any indicator of progress (i.e., how many factors/outputs left to
evaluate).
Unfortunately, this testing has revealed a bug, which prevented from displaying the evaluation
results. The bug was triggered if different factors from 3 or more categories were taken. After fixing
the bug and showing the evaluation results to Dan, he found the results fitting intuitive
understanding, and found the results representation easy to comprehend and insightful.

6.7.1 Project proposal case
At an African inter-governmental level, the examination of indigenous rights and concerns is pursued
by a sub-commission established under the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights
(ACHPR), sponsored by the African Union (AU). In late 2003 the 53 signatory states of the ACHPR
adopted the Report of the African Commission's Working Group on Indigenous
Populations/Communities and its recommendations. The adoption of this report at least notionally
subscribed the signatories to the concepts and aims of furthering the identity and rights of African
Indigenous peoples. The extent to which individual states are mobilizing to put these
recommendations into practice varies enormously, however, and most Indigenous groups continue
to struggle for improvements in the areas of land rights, use of natural resources, protection of
environment and culture, political recognition and freedom from discrimination.
The overarching objective we are aiming to address here is to increase and deepen civil society
organisations engagement in human rights and democracy in the focal country. We will do this at
three levels, first by providing an innovative ICT platform for meaningful dialogue between
government & civil society organisations operating on behalf of marginalized voices. Second we will
provide training and capacity development support both for the platform usage, as well as on civic
education regarding indigenous rights. Finally we will liaise with the Parliament in the focal country
to engage in genuine policy co-creation. More specifically, our objective is advocacy and promotion
of broad and inclusive political and social dialogue on indigenous rights. We will focus on the San
people and their capacity strengthening for participation in decision making.
Our target group thus becomes the San community as an indigenous minority group, the civil society
organisations supporting them and the focal country Government - where policy decisions are taken.
We already bring with us a long history of consultation and collaboration, with the focal country
government, as well as citizen groups. We will build upon this existing trust and cooperation, by
extending our efforts deeper in the civil society sector, working with Human Rights Organisations
and those dedicated to the empowerment of the San community in particular.
The activities we frame this project around then, start from a comprehensive baseline study, where
we gather pre-project situation knowledge. This pertains both to ICT usage and capabilities, as well
as the existing socio-political landscape that indigenous minorities and policy makers alike, inhabit.
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We explore specifically what are the barriers to dialogue and we gather needs, requirements from
the target group on what outcomes they would like to see. This phase will last the first four months
of the project. Following from this will be a phase where we adapt the existing platform in line with
the needs and requirements articulated during the baseline study action. This phase will take place
of the next six months of the project. Then during the actual roll out phase, which will last eight
months, we will create engagement opportunities for meaningful dialogue between
parliamentarians and the civil society organisations around contentious issues such as indigenous
rights. The idea here is to bridge the barriers to communication and also increase transparency and
democratic governance within the context of indigenous voice. The final phase will be on monitoring
and evaluation. This phase, along with dissemination activities will take place iteratively throughout
the lifespan of the project.
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7 Next steps
As for the following activities, firstly, the platform requires further integration of the DSS within the
platform. This includes testing of the communication between the DSS web-service and the
iMENTORS platform, working on its robustness, XML validation and error-handling. Secondly, some
minor additions are required to enhance user experience, such as screen for selecting the type of
evaluation (project performance or what-if analysis). Also some logical integration (crossreferencing) of the project profile screen with project performance and what-if analysis processes
are beneficial.
The next major deliverable for Work Package 3 is Deliverable 3.5 involving a method and mechanism
for the follow-up of on-going projects, which should become a final integral part of the DSS and the
platform. The method for the follow-up is to link the two key functionalities of the DSS, namely
contextual factors analysis and project performance evaluation, into a tool to track relevant changes
in on-going ICT4D projects.
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A. Appendix A –Acceptance criteria
Quality management describes the process used to ensure the quality of the deliverable. This
includes for example, the steps within the compilation of the deliverable and the responsibilities
within the process of creating the deliverable regarding to quality.

Deliverable

Acceptance criteria

Norm

Process

Priority

D 3.4



Conform to
iMENTORS
template

Template
issued
Gov2u



Language &
Spelling

English (UK)



Consistency with
description in TA

iMENTORS TA: Check by Gov2u
mainly WP3
(objectives,
tasks etc.)

High



Contents is fit for
purpose

iMENTORS TA: Check by Gov2u,
mainly WP3
project coordinator,
SU

High



Contents is fit for
use

iMENTORS TA: Check by Gov2u,
mainly WP3
project coordinator,
SU

High



Commitment
within WP4

iMENTORS TA: Check by Gov2u,
mainly WP3
project coordinator,
SU

High



Delivered on
time

Planning
the WP

High

Check
against
by template by Gov2u

High

Review by Gov2u,
project coordinator,
SU

High

for Check by Gov2u,
project coordinator,
SU
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B. Appendix B – Impact evaluation guideline
IMPACT EVALUATION GUIDELINE
Introduction
Effective management of ICT4D projects and programmes requires consistent monitoring and
evaluation. For this purpose a simple yet efficient evaluation approach has been suggested and
implemented as a web-based tool on the iMENTORS platform.
This document outlines foundations and key features of the evaluation process implemented in the
iMENTORS platform. It is supplemented with comprehensive guideline on how to perform the
evaluation.

Evaluation framework
The evaluation approach is based on the ICT4D projects Value Chain or Results chain (see Figure 1).
This framework represents a life-cycle of an ICT4D initiative, showing how inputs, e.g. resources,
should be consequentially transformed into different types of Results linked by "cause and effect"
relations.
The Results are Outputs, Outcomes, and Goals/Impact. In the iMENTORS evaluation approach only
Outputs and Outcomes are taken into consideration.
Outputs are immediate changes associated with an ICT intervention. Outputs reflect changes in the
way people deal with information and data (producing, processing, storing, transmitting). Outputs
can be also defined as opportunities created by an ICT initiative.
Outcomes are intermediate changes not directly associated with an ICT intervention. Outcomes are
the institutional and behavioural changes in development conditions, benefits in social and/or
economical terms. They are the intended or achieved effects of an ICT intervention’s outputs,
benefits of taken opportunities created by an ICT4D intervention.
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Figure 10. iMENTORS evaluation framework
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Outputs evaluation approach, indicator model and process
Figure 2 depicts the approach for project outputs evaluation designed for iMENTORS. The approach
takes into account given project’s outputs and their predicted contribution to associated outcomes.
Two aspects are taken into consideration for the outputs evaluation: output Performance and
output Relevance.
The Performance is evaluated by means of a hierarchical set (a tree) of output indicators, whereas
Sectors, outcomes and output categories are levels of this tree. The complete indicator model can
be found in Appendix A.

Figure 11. Outputs evaluation mechanism

The Output Indicators basically reflect two aspects of any output: Quality and Usage. The Quality
refers to the extent to which end-beneficiary expectations, and/or perceptions for excellence and
value are met. As instance, for an enabled access to new information (e.g. e-library), evaluation
should be performed in terms of the quality of content as perceived by the target stakeholder. What
is sought here is to establish whether end-beneficiaries actually value the opportunity provided by
the ICT project.
Usage refers to the extent to which an ICT opportunity (an Output) is actively exploited, both in
terms of number of users and frequency of usage. As instance, for the enabled access to new
information example, the usage should be evaluated with respect to the expected extent of usage.
Evaluation Process
ICT4D project outputs evaluation is based on subjective judgments made by the respective
stakeholders.
Basically the project Performance evaluation process presents the evaluation model, i.e., the
indicators tree, suggest an evaluator to pick relevant Output categories for the project and evaluate
the actual project outputs through the indicators. Finally, the Relevance of the select outputs with
respect to the associate outcomes is evaluated.
This process is broke down into a set of sequential steps implemented as web-forms.

Step 1. Select a corresponding Sector.
The evaluation process starts with suggesting an evaluator to select one of the Sectors the project
belongs to.
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There are 4 Sectors in the model: Research & Education, Healthcare, Economic opportunities,
Political opportunities. They constitute the top level of the indicator tree (see Appendix A for the
complete model).
A project might relate to several Sectors, then each Sector should be evaluated separately, one by
one. In this case, one of the applicable Sectors should be selected. After that Sectors has been
evaluated, another Sectors can be additionally evaluated.
Step 2. For each applicable category evaluate outputs performance
Step 2a. Select outputs applicable for the project
As mentioned before, the under each socio-economical aspect there are associated outcomes. Each
such outcome has a set of associated outputs.
For each outcome an evaluator selects the output categories applicable to the assessed project.
Since any ICT intervention enables either of communication, production, processing and sharing of
information; as well as the performance of transactions, 3 basic output categories are proposed:
1.
New Information: the information that an initiative immediately supports or offers. For
instance a project aimed at supporting University library functions supposedly improve research
innovations (the outcome) through the provision of access to online research journals (the output).
2.
New communication or interactions: refer to the new modes of communication or interaction
an initiative supports; for example online collaborations through video conferencing, access to social
media like face book, twitter etc.
3.
New actions or transactions: referring to the transactions an initiative enables or supports. For
example money transfers, paying bills online , etc.
Step 2b. Evaluate outputs’ performance through indicators
At this step the performance of previously selected outputs is evaluated. If the output category is
selected, the project output(s) fallen into this category must be evaluated through all the associated
indicators.
The output performance is evaluated through a set of associated output indicators. Each output
indicator is evaluated in terms of a degree of “satisfaction”. The satisfaction is expressed by means
of a 7-value linguistic scale, containing the following values: “Extremely Low”, “Very Low”, “Low”,
“Medium”, “High”, “Very high”, “Extremely High”.
An evaluator is encouraged to provide comments for each judgment. In this way some clarifications,
evidences or references can be provided to support the judgment.
Step 3. Evaluate Outputs Relevance
Relevance can be defined as the extent to which an output is relevant and consistent with respect
to the associated outcome, or simply the degree an output “fits” an outcome.
At this step, independently for each selected output an evaluator expresses a perceived degree of
Relevance of an output to the given Outcome. The relevance is measured through the same terms of
the 7-value linguistic scale.
Adoption of the Relevance notion into ICT4D project evaluation allows to predict the extent a given
output would impact the intended outcome. Additionally it allows to differentiate outputs with
respect to their linkage to different outcomes.
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On processing and evaluation results
The collected evaluation data is sent to a web-based evaluation service. The service translates the
data into numeric data, aggregates it, and returns the evaluation results back to the iMENTORS
platform.
The evaluation results are assigned classes for each affected sector and outcome. The classes
represent different degrees of impact. Possible classes are: No impact, Very low impact, Low impact,
Fair impact, Good impact, Great impact.
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Appendix A - iMENTORS impact assessment indicators model
S_id

Sectors

OC_id

Outcome

OP_id

OP1

Improvement in research quality
OC1
OP2
and innovations

OP3

Outputs

Accessing information in
relevant online resources

Participating in online
research collaborations

Producing and publishing
research outputs

Outputs_Subtitle

e.g. research
online libraries

journals,

e.g. through discussion
forums

e.g. journals, patents etc

Ind_id

Research and
Education
OP4

Improved access to formal
OC2
and/or non-formal education
OP5

OP6

S2

Healthcare

OC3

Improved access to health
services

OP7

OP8

Accessing information in
relevant online resources

Participating in ICTenabled learning forums

Producing and publishing
learning outputs

Accessing health-related
information

Remotely

consulting

e.g.
online
courses/tutorials,
elearning
platform,
research journals, online
libraries

Level of use of online resources

e.g. research journals

2

Quality of the content of online
resources

e.g. research journals

3

Level of participation in research
collaborations

e.g. through discussion forums

4

Quality of research collaborations
in terms of degree of activity

5

Level
of
production
and
publication of research outputs

e.g. websites or short text
messaging services that
share information on
good health practice,
immunization,
or
pandemics etc
e.g. through phone calls,

Quality of research outputs

-i.e. frequency of citation

7

Level of use of relevant online
resources

e.g. online courses, e-learning platform, research
journals, online libraries

8

Quality of the content of relevant
online resources

e.g. online courses, e-learning platform, research
journals, online libraries

9

Level of participation in ICTenabled learning forums

10

Quality of IT-enabled learning
forums in terms of degree of
activity

11

Level
of
production
and
publication of research outputs

12

Quality of research outputs -i.e.
frequency of citation

e.g. discussion forums

e.g. journals, patents etc

Indicators Subtitle

1

6
S1

Indicators

13

14
15

Level of use of health-related
information

e.g. websites or short text messaging services to
share information on good health practice,
immunization, or pandemics etc

Quality of content the healthrelated information

e.g. websites or short text messaging services to
share information on good health practice,
immunization, or pandemics etc

Frequency of remote consultancy
and
diagnosis
with
medical

e.g. through phone calls, video calls etc
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S_id

Sectors

OC_id

Outcome

OP_id

Outputs

Outputs_Subtitle

medical personne

OP9

OC4

Improved delivery
services

of

e.g. Drug tracking and
dispensing
systems,
patient
records
management systems

health
Participation
in
collaborations and co
OP10
operations among health
workers

OP11

Accessing
information
from relevant resources

OC5 Improved productivity

OP12

S3

Economic
opportunities

Participation in relevant
online communities

Access
to
OP13
information

OC6

Improved income (income
generation opportunities)

relevant

Participating in relevant
(ICT-related) training and
OP14
skills
development
activities
OP15

Performing
transactions

Ind_id

video calls etc

Accessing
health
management information
systems

ICT-related

e.g. websites or short text
messaging
services
farming/agricultural
resources, SMEs, small
scale industries

e.g. farming blogs, content
production

e.g.
new employment
opportunities,
stocks,
investment opportunities,
market information etc

e.g. content development,
ICT literacy, advanced
techniques

e.g. e-commerce, e-tax,
money
transfers,
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Indicators

Indicators Subtitle

personnel

16

Quality of feedback from remote
consultation and diagnosis

17

Level of use
of health
management information systems

e.g. Drug tracking and dispensing systems, patient
records management systems

18

Quality of health management
information systems in terms of ease
of use

e.g. Drug tracking and dispensing systems, patient
records management systems

19

Level
of
participation
in
collaborations and co operations
among health workers

20

Quality of collaborations among
health workers in terms of degree of
activity

21

22

.g. through phone calls, video calls etc

Level of use of information from
relevant resources

e.g. websites or short text messaging services with
information on better farming/agricultural resources,
SMEs, small scale industries

Quality of content of relevant
information

e.g. websites or short text messaging services to
promote online farming/agricultural resources,
SMEs, small scale industries

23

Level of participation relevant
online communities

24

Quality of online communities in
terms of degree of activity

25

Level of
information

26

Quality of content of relevant
information

27

Level of participation in relevant
(ICT-related) training and skills
development activities

28

Quality of ICT-related training
and skills development activities

29

Level of performing ICT-related
transactions

use

of

relevant

e.g. farming blogs, content production

e.g. new employment
investment opportunities

opportunities,

stocks,

e.g. new employment opportunities, stocks,
investment opportunities

e.g. e-commerce, e-tax, money transfers
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S_id

Sectors

OC_id

Outcome

OP_id

Outputs

Outputs_Subtitle

Ind_id

remittances

Accessing relevant online
OP16
resources
Improved
participation
in
OC7 local/community or national
politics

participating
in
OP17 local/community
or
national political activities

Accessing relevant online
OP18
resources

S4

Political
opportunities

Improved
OC8 national/institutional/community
transparency

Participating
OP19 national/community
policing

OP20

OC9

Improved
institutional/
organizational efficiency

Accessing
platforms

in

relevant

Participate
in
interOP21 organizational/institutional
networking

OP22

Performing
transactions

relevant

e.g. e-voting, institutional,
community/national
websites

e.g. elections, debates,
radio talk shows etc

e.g.
budgets
on
community/national
websites, citizen online
databases etc

e.g. freely reporting fraud
through hotlines, forums
on websites

e.g.
education
management
systems,
human
resource
management systems

e.g. exchange of research
students

e.g. salaries remittances,
timetabling, production of
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Indicators

Indicators Subtitle

30

Quality of platforms that support
online transactions in terms of ease
of use

e.g. e-commerce, e-tax, money transfers

31

Level of use of relevant online
resources

e.g. e-voting, community/national websites

32

Quality of content of relevant
online resources

e.g. e-voting, community/national websites

33

Level of
participation in
local/community
or
national
political activities

e.g. elections, debates, radio talk shows etc

34

Quality of local/community or
national activities in terms of
relevance

e.g. elections, debates, radio talk shows etc

35

Level of use of relevant online
resources

e.g. budgets on community/national websites,
citizen online database etc

36

Quality
resources

e.g. budgets on community/national websites in
terms of relevance

37

Level of
participation
national/community policing

38

Quality of national/community
policing forums in terms of
relevance

39

Level of use of relevant platforms

e.g. education management systems

40

Quality of platforms in terms of
ease of use

e.g. education management systems

41

Level of participation in interorganizational/institutional
networking

42

Quality of participation in interorganizational/institutional
networking in terms of degree of
activity

43

Level
of
transactions

of

relevant

online

performance

in

of

e.g. freely reporting fraud

e.g. freely reporting fraud

e.g. salaries remittances
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S_id

Sectors

OC_id

Outcome

OP_id

Outputs

Outputs_Subtitle
reports etc

Ind_id

44
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Indicators
Quality of performed transactions
in terms of ease of use

Indicators Subtitle
e.g. salaries remittances
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